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Isfahan Rug, Iran, 150 Cm X 220 Cm, Hand-knotted Wool Circa 1950 In Good Condition

1 180 EUR

Period : 20th century

Condition : Bon état

Material : Wool

Length : 220 cm - 86

Width : 150 cm - 59

Depth : épaisseur 8 mm
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Dealer

Winstein
 Antique & semi-antique rugs, objects from the world,

paintings, furniture

Tel : 00 33 (0)6 13 36 09 30

Mobile : 00 33 (0)6 13 36 09 30

La Tour - Rue des Remparts

Revest-du-Bion 04 150

Description

Persian carpet Isfahan or Isfahan, mid-twentieth,

around 1950, in wool measuring 150 cm wide by

220 cm long.

Magnificent decor for this type of Persian

considered to be the finest carpets found in Iran.

The decoration of this room uses traditional floral

motifs which appear in 17th century carpets and

in mosques, on old ceramics.

One easily recognizes in the interlacing of roses

and daisies present on the field and on the

borders, often tied on these carpets.

The border and its counter-borders are very

sophisticated, so much the arrangement of the

interlacing and the flowers is of a great finesse.

The design of the rectangular or square central

medallion specific to these rugs with elegant

pendant extensions, and the patterns of the angles



testify to great research.

The colors are pleasant and remained fresh, pale

blue, midnight blue, red, wine red, old pink and

black are shades whose association is perfect for

a composition pleasing to the eye.

We have great difficulty in imagining the infinite

patience that was needed and needed for the

creation of such a beautiful piece.

Density of around 640,000 knots per M2 for a

thickness of just under 8 millimeters.

The edges are in good condition, the fringes are

short as it is common to find them on already old

rugs.

This type of carpet proves the precise and acute

artistic sense of the craftsmen of Isfahan.

Isfahan, is the great city of art of Iran, even today.

During the reign of Chah Abbas, the fame of this

city in the artistic sector, was of the most

important.

This city has produced some great artists, and

some of the finest rugs in the world.

This rug has been professionally cleaned and

environmentally friendly.

For more information you can reach me on 06 13

36 09 30 or on winsteinprovence@gmail.com

Dimensions: Width: 150 cm (59 ") x Length: 220

cm (86")

FREE SHIPPING FOR FRANCE as for all our

rugs, big and small !!!

FRANCE 0 EUR / EUROPE 25 EUR / WORLD

50 EUR

www.winsteinprovence.com

Come and visit us

(texts, photos, Winstein)


